Main-Sequence Evolution
• Fusion is occurring in the cores of stars.
• H is being converted to He.
• Since 4 particles are converted to 1, the pressure drops.
• The core collapses and heats up.
• This heats the outer layers which expand outward.
Stars evolve, even on the Main-Sequence -Beginning of its life on main-sequence -Sun had 1/3 luminosity it has now.
• 5 billion years from now:
-End of its life on main-sequence -Sun will have twice the luminosity it has now.
Stellar Evolution
• When H is exhausted, the core shrinks.
• It heats up but can not yet burn He, which needs 100,000,000 K! • The high temperatures ignite a shell of H around the core.
• The increased pressure drives the envelope of the star outward.
• Creating a giant or supergiant. 
Giant and Supergiant Stars

